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Abstract: This paper describes the development of a diagnostic test of
mrrltiple choice reading comprehension as an initiai stage in develop-

ing teaching rnaterials for medical students learning English. sample

te"ts were collected from all tlte departments in the faculty. selection

of relevant texts involved the palticipation of some subject lecturers.

sixty one items were developed from fifteen texts to be reduced to

forty items after pilot testing. Face validity was improved. The main

trial was carried out to twerty nine students and item analysis was car-

ried out. The test showed low level of concunent validity and the in-

ternal consistency showed a moderate level of reliability. The iow

level of concunent validis was suspected to result from the test being

too difficult for the testees as the item analysis had revealed
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English at the medical school of Brawijaya University does not share

all the "o*on characteristics of English for the students of non-English

deparbnents at the tertiary level of education (henceforth EAP) for under-

graduates in general. This is in terrns of,the attention it has received from

Ihe controlling authorities at the medical school, which was reflected in

the change that was introduced in 1995 when a language laboratory was

installed and the class size was reduced from one hundred and twenty five

students to twenty to twenty five students. Figawahi (1999) clairned that

the number of contact hours which was previously equal more or less to
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l-5 x 60' in one semester had.increased to 100 x 60'. All these changes
r'vcre brought about notwithstanding the omission of English from the core
curriculum at medical schools in the 1994 curriculum that was applied
nationwide.

Although the course offers medical reading and oral presentation,
the teaching materials have been geared to a TOEFL preparation in re-
sponsa to the policy of the medicai school which set the minimum re-
quirement of TOEFL equivalent score of 450 for the school's graduates.
This raises the question of the relevance of the EAF course at the medical
school with tlae needs of the students learning English, which is perceived
and formulated by Figawahi (1999) as (1) reading ability, in order to read
textbooks of medical concern written in English; (2) speaking ability, in
order to cornmunicate in national and international forum; and (3) writing
ability, in order to write scientific papers in English.

Iragiliati (1995) seemed to confirrn Pigar.vahi's perception on tle im-
portance of English for medieal students. She found out that 80.6% (n:31)
of the seventh and eiglrth sernester students were of the opinion that Eng-
lish proficiency was a determinant factor in absorbing lcrowledge from
the lectures. Winami (1999), however, revealed that most of the graduate
respondents (75,3Yo; n=Bl) admitted they could finish S-l program with-
or.rt reading any references written in English, which was supported by
52,704 (n=48) of the subject lecturers" This is contradictory to what Bro-
jonegoro (1998) asserfs that the aim of EAP for undergraduate students is
to read references written in Engiish. In the conteirt of medical students,
Brojonegoro must partly base his statement on the consideration that the
dissemination of medical science is mostly written in English (Maher,
1986). This should also be the consideration of the controlling authorities
so as not to omit Engtish from the curriculum of the medical school,
B rawijaya |,Jnivers iry.

When asked ihe reason for reading more references written in Indo-
nesian, anly 27.6% (n:71) of the graduate respondents admitted that ref-
erences written in English were difficult to understand (Winarni, 1999).
The rest of thern said that references written in Indonesian had already
provided adequate inforrnation, that nanslated versions were available,
and that references written in.English were limited in number. The fact
that only slightly over a quarter ofthe respondents said that references in
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English were difficult to read could mean that the English proficiency of
thJrest was so low that they were discouraged to strive to read English

versions of the references. This inadequate proficiency is reflected in tho

fact that the English proficiency of most of the first year students (77,1o/o;

n:L24) is on the range of <400 * 475 0n TOEFL equivalent score, which

is believed to be insufficient for efficient academic reading'

From the prer.ioris discussion, it could be concluded that at Brawi-

jaya University the aim of teaching EAP is to improve students English

pioficiency ol the medical students and that them are not to be discour-

aged to read references written in English. Apart from all the- characteris-

ti-cs of EAP for undergraduates that impose const'raints on each level of its

operation, (Colernan, 199?. Sacltono, 200i). this article sugg€sts that the

EAP cou.se at the medical school of Brawijaya University atffact stu-

dents' attention to reading references written in English by designing

course rnaterials derived from topics of medical concem, As English in-

structors might not be familiar with this undertaking, co-operation with

subject lecturers (Dudley-Evans,1998) could be established. Prior to the

design of the materials, however, the development of a diagnostic test is
sugfested. The aim of this paper is to describe the development of a diag-

ttoiii" reading test for the medical students of Brawijaya University, based

on which teaching materials will be developed. The diagnostic test was

focused on terminal and enabling objectives of reacling comprehension.

DIAGNOSTIC TEST

Brown (1996) emphasizes the role of a cRT diagnostic test in lan-

guage curriculum once an analysis of needs have been carried out and

iU3ectives have been set. The tests will help teachers decide which objec-

tives are the most appropriate. which shouid be discardod and which

should be adopted to a certain degree, for the intended students. Brown

further asserts that a diagnostic test will help teachers prepare the under-

taking of materials development more accurately before investing all the

,"ro,.io", needed in deveioping the materials to teach the objectives.

Bachman (1990: 60) refers to diagnostic test as a test that is "designed and

developed specifically to provide detailed information about the specific

conteni dornains that are covered in a given program or that are part of a

general theory of language proficiency"
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R I.],A DING COMPRE Hf, NSION

From a nurnber of comprehensive reviews of reading in a foreign
lmguage, Weir i1993) defines reading comprehension as "a selective pro-
ccss taking place between the readers and the text, in which background
knowledge and various tlpes of language knowledge interact with infor-
rnation in the text to contribute to a tex1 cornprehension". Alderson, et al.
(1995: 83) mention reading comprehension as one of the exarnples of
'"construct" defined as ref'erring to a "theoretical conceptualization about
an aspect of human behavior that cannot be measured or observed di-
rectly". It has also been argued that reading is a unitary process that can-
not be divided into sub-skills. While Munby's (1978) extensive list of rni-
cro-skills has given a considerable influence in course design and needs
analysis, it has been strongly critisized for its lack of an ernpirical base

and its impracticality (Alderson, 1998, Lumley, 1993). However, reading
sub-skills have been widely rsferred fo as a working construct of reading
ability in designing a course as rvell as in test construction. Weir (1993) is
of the opinion ttrat it should be possible to focus on reading sub-skills for
testing pulposes and Lumley (1993) concludes that involving mapping
skills from test content could empirically be justified.

TESTXNG READING COMPRAHENSION

Based on the previous discussion, there are basically two views of
testing reading comprehension. The first r.,rew takes the understanding that
reading is a unitary process and thus, testing of reading comprehension
should not be based on the view that reading can be divided into sub-
skills. The view that reading can be divided into sub-skills leads to the
measurement of reading comprehension through the measurement of the
reading sub-skills. Literature on testing reading comprehension provides a
lot of information on the ways to test this skill. Despite the complicated
process it takes to construct objective test of rnultiple choice type, this
type of test has been widely used as a test for reading due to its practical-
ity in scoring. The techniques of constructing the test have also been
widely discussed ( Tuckman, 1975; Oller, 1979; Heaton, 1989 and Brown,
iee5).
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THE TEST I}EVELOPMENT

The stages of test developrnent were adapted from Hughes (1990)

and Alderson et al. (1995) resulting in several stages cornprising (l)
planning and construeting the.test (2) pilot testing (3) ttying out the test

(4) describing the test result (5) analyzing the test result. The following

will describe each of the stages.

PLANNING AND CONSTRUCTING THS TEST

This section will describe the iearners, the sarnple text, the reading

skills, test forrnat and itern writing.

The Learners

The subject of this study were the first year medical students of
Brawijaya University owing to the fact that the teaching and leaming of
Engtish was carried out in the first and second sernoster. There were 176

srudents taking the English course. The TOEFL equivalent test on their

pre-test shows that 8.6% scored >500; 12.5% (a75-500); 24-9% g5A-

a7fi; 46.6% (400-449) and 7.4o/o (<400). Tiree of the students scored

>600. The try-out was conducted in a ciass of 29 students.

The Sample Texts

The sample texts in this project were the references written in Eng-

lish assigned by the subject lecturers for the students to read. They were

collected from all the departments in the Medical School through a letter

written by the Dean for each deparlrnent to submit any references writtsn
in English assigned to the students to read for the purpose of writing Eng-

lish language teaehing rnatenals. Out of 25 departments 2l submitted the

requested sample tasks. As different departrnents suggest. the topics of the

sample texts varied fi'om those of basic medical ssiences of pre-clinical

concerns to those of clinical concern.
The types of tasks were aiso sought &orn and discussed with sorne

subject lecturers. This also resuited in the selection of materials to find

those that were pedagogically suitable and that were suitable for the

schemata of the first year students. Some articles on health were down-
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loaded from the Internet to add to the collected sample texts. Despite the
out-dated year of publication, Simplif ed Nursing

( Dakin at al.: 1956) was also recomrnended as the content was con-
sidered relevant to what medical students have to studv.

The Reading Skills

F-or its elaborate description and ciarity, the list s'ggested by Alder-
son (1988: 91) ',vas considered most appropriate for the pulpose of devel-
oping the present test. since it u'as meant for language skilrs in general,
sorne mndification should necessarily be rnade. The list of the modified
reading skills comprises:
a. understanding inforrnation in the text not expiieitly stated through

rnaking inferences
b. understanding explicitly stated information: i.e., where the question

does not paraphrase the text, of where the sarne key word/words in
both question and text leads the reader to the answer.

c. Extractiug salient points to summarize
d. Recognizing indicators in discourse f,or: introducing an idea, empha-

sizing a point, explanation or clarification of points already made, etc.
e. Deducing the rneaning ancl use of unfamiliar lexical items through

contextual elues
f. Understanding conceptual meaning of quantity and arncunt
g" Understanding relation rvithin the sentence especially long pre-

modifi cation and post-mod ifi cati on by prepositional phrase
h. Interpreting text by going outside it using exophoric reference

This test was meant to concentrate especially on the first and second
skills on the list although, to a certain extent, it could not avoid including
olher skills. Tabie t shows the distribution of the reading skills in the tesr

Table 1. Dis{ribution of Reatiing Subskirls

Reading
Suhskills Number of fterns

A
B
c

1,2"5,9,t 1,t2.20,2 t,24,25,26,30,33,39
3,4,6,8, 10, 13, t4,t 5,"6,17,t8,19,22,29,3 t,32,34,36,37
23
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hor,v many items could be generated from one text. It will be learned later
tlrat after the pilot testing, this number was reduced to f,orty,

'I'atrle 2. Nuurber of Item Generated from the Texts

No Topic No of trtem

t.
II
II{
IV

VI
\,]I
wn
IX

XI
)(II
Xru
XIV
XV
,Y,VI

MENTAL II.NESS
ANGN{A PECTOzuS
INFECTIONDISEASE
DIABETES MELI-ITUS
EP.EAST CANCER
ANTIBIOTICS
NERVCLIS SYSTEM
HEART INFECTION
SPROUTS
CAUSATION
FERCUSSION
STETHOSCOPE
PARASITE
ENZYIv{E
TRACHOMA
OEDEMA

5

4
4
4

-'
7
J

.)

2
5

5

4
4
5

5

7
TOTAI, 6l

PXT",OT TASTING

trt is suggested that pilot testing, a less formal try-out on a group of
colleagues bo carried out tc iron out the main problems before tle major
trials (Alderson et.al, 1995; Djiwandono, 1996). In the development of the
present test, pilot testing was conducted to a group of colleagues - one
English instructor and three subject iecturers and two senior students of
1998. In its preliminary form, the test consisted of fifteen passages with
6l iterns. Seven of tho texts were taken from the references written in
English provided by Departments of Opthalmology, Fublic Health, Para-
site, Physics and Pathology; fir'e were taken from Simplified Nursing
(Dakin et al, 1956) and two of texts w;re downloaded from. The testees
rvere given two hours but on the average, they finished the test in one and
a half.

Test Format and ltem Writing

To avoid bias towarcts one particular test fbrmat or t0 one particular

type of learner, Alderson. c. J.et al. (1995) recommend that moro than one

tlst fonnat be used to test any ability. For the purpose of the present test

development, objective test of multiple choice f,orn-rat was ussd with the

consideration that this should only be an initial par-t of developing a good

diagnostic test.
Although Brown (199"5: 55) and Heaton ( 19S9:28) sugges,t four op-

tions for *lt nr. the present test developed five options with the consid-

eration ttnt if five good options could be developed, the test would mini-

mize the chances olguessing (Heaton 1989:26 ). The second considera-

tion lvas that it was thought to be more beneficial to design fivc options in

the beginning than four bptions because in the revision of the test, when

n""".r-ury . it was considered easier to drop an option tlun to revise or

create a-new one. The steps suggested by Heaton and Brown in con-

structing multiple choice items were found worthrvhile and, as far as pos-

sible, they had been referred to in the process of constructing the test'

Alderson et al. (1995), suggest that item writers have to begin their

writing task with the test's specification. The next step is to find appropri-

ate teits - terts that have the'potential of matching the test specification

and would likely provide the items expected. Finding the appropriate texts

in this study was carried out by inviting two subject lec&trers to participate

in the selection especially determining the topic that was within the sche-

mata of the first year stuclents. It was found that as Alderson et.al claim,
.searching for texts that have promise' (t995: 43) took sorne time. Out of

thirty toxls provided by all the departments, five were selected to produce

thirty five items. Seven texts were taken from Simplified Nursing (Dakin

et at. 1OSO;; and two were downloaded from the intemet. Table 2 shows
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The general impression of the testees indicated a iow face validity

due to too many passages of various topics. The English instructor refused

to finish the remaining five last items for boing "'too fatigue" having to
read and concentrate on too many different tcxts. It was suggested ttrrat the

test eliminate the passages with less than five itams. The same impression

was given by the other two sub.ject lecturers. The other subject lecturer

said tlrat the test was too interesting to feel tired in doing it. Based on the

general impression of the four subjects, seven passages were orniued &om

the test resulting in eight passages with forty items. Discussion with the

English instructor and two of the subject iecturers resulted in sorne revi-

sion of certain items and additionai items in the revised version of the test.

This revision was due to more than one possible answer in an item a"nd

further revision was due to the omission of ttnnecessary extra inforrnation

in qne of the texts The improvement of the face validity of the test was

done by putting tlle instmction and the example on one first page" In the

preliminary version of the test, the instruction and the exarnple were not

separated from Text One and its first two iterns.

I}ETNRMINING THE NT.+XNIUTU CRITERION TOR TIIE S{IBJICTS'
SCORES

In order to deterrnine the basis of the maximum criterion for the

scores obtained on the test by the intended subjects, a tryout of the test

was done to a group of three students from different classes who scored

577, 560 and 565 respectively, on TOEFL equivalent for their pre-test (at

the beginning of the semester). An attempt to do the try-out to tfuee high-
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cst achievers on'fOEFL cquivalent i.e. TOEFL score of > 600 failed since
it was final exam time. This was also the reason for the srnall number of
the testees doing the try-out to determine the maxirnum criterion. Care had

been taken that in the intended class to which the rnain trial was con-
ducted, the highest TOEFL equivalent achieved was 523. The scores on
the students'test can be seen in Table 4

Table 4 . The Scores of Three Suhjects tc be Used as the Maximunn Criterion

Subjects No. Raw Score 7n Score

0l
02
03

A

30
3i
29
30

75
77
72
75

THE TRY-OUT

The test was tried out on December 8, 2000 on a reading class of
twenty-nine students. The decision on the class simply due to convenience
reasons. The classes were regarded as homogeneous since there was no
atten:ipts from the Faculty to categorize the classes according to the stu-
dents' achievement. As discussed previously, the test contained foruy iterns
of rnultipie choice type with'five options. The time allov;ed was ninety
rninutes. 'lhe texts were selected from.
l. Dakin et al (1956) * eighteen items
2. Mayo Organ Transplant (2000) - five items
3. Cameron et al. (i978) - l0 iterns
4. Gray et al (1979) - sir iterns

THf TRY-OUTRESUI,T

The highest score gained by the student was seventy tfuee and the
iowest score was thirty three. The criteria of those needing instruction
were determined based on the highest score of the representative of the
intended group. This criterion was sought from three students who were
then asked to sit for the test. The number of correct answers respectively

Table 3" The Scores of Seven Subjccts in Pilot Testing

Subject no. Raw Scorc Percentage score

0l
02
03
04
05
06
07

41
39
4l
39
40
4l
34

67
63
67
63
65
57
50
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were: thirfy, thirty-one and twenty-nine. The mean of thc score, which
was thirty, was to be the ideal score. Applying this criterion to the number

of correct answers gained by the students, thcse who scored equal or morc

than thirty should get the perfect percentage score of on hundred (Table

5). Based on the result of the fest, as intended, decision could be made as

to which students should benefrt fi'om further instruction and to what ex-

tent.

Tabte 5" Converted Score Against Maximunt Criterion

Ranhs
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.I'EST RESULT ANALYSIS

The following will discus the test reliability and validity and the item

analysis of the test

Test Validity

For the purpose of the paper, the discussion on the validiry of the test

will be focussed r:n the external validity, i.e. concurrent validity. Concur-

rent validation involves the comparisnn of the tes( scores rvith some other
measure for the same candidates taken at roughly the same time as the

test.
The concurrent valiclity of the test was obtained by correlating the

scores of the students rvith the scores obtained frorn the TOEFL Equiva-
ient test for their mid semester test condueted a month earlier. Pearson

correlation using SPSS/PC program used to examine the concurrent va-
lidity of the present test results in coefficient correlation of .350 which is

significant at p<0.62 level. Ref,erred to the correlation coeffrcient range,

i.e" +1.00 to - 1.00, the obtained correlation coefficient of the test can be

interpreted as having a low level of validity.

Test Reliability

Internal consistency of split-half reliability produces a correlation
coefficient of 0.53 at the significant level of (p.00)" Adjusted index reli-
ability from Spearman - Brou,n Prophecy formula gives a coeffrcient reli-
ability af 0.76. Applying the fi:rmula of K-R 2l,the coefficient correla-
tion obtained is .49. "The degree of reliability we demand in our educa-

tional measures depends largely on the decisions to be made" (Gronlund

and Linn RL, 1990). In the developrnent of the present test, the result was

expected to identify'tlie need for instruction. A coefficient cerrrelation of
.49 should f'all on the moderate ievei of category and this gave the chance

ofthe improvement of items quality.

Item Analysis

Item analysis was conducted to the test mainly to analyze the quality
of items to avoid ridiculous distractors of the multiple choice type test.
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The item facility estimates showed that on the basis of Brown's (1996) es-

timation,55 % of tire items in the test wefe to be retained, 30 %o were to

be discarded for being too difficuit" and 15 7o were to be discarded for

being too easy. On the basis of Oller's t1979) estimation, however, only

\3 o/o af the item were to be discarded (-5 % f'or being too difficult and 3 o/o

for being too easy).
The result of itenr discrimination showed that 12 items (30 o%) were

good iteins, 12 iterns {30 9";) must be improved whiie the other 16 itenls

$A %\ must be rejected.
The distractor analysis tlf the present test developrrrent is underway.

CONCLUSION

The present test development was a par1 of needs analysis of, medical

students of Brawija,va University learning English. The purpose of the di-

agnostic test was to inform the students as well as ths English instructors

as to how well the students were in the reading skills being measured by

the test.
A good test must be valicl and reliable. Tnst validity can be rneasured

in various ways. As far as this study was concsrned, the efforts of, vaXi-

dating the test had been carried out tlrrougb working on internal as weil as

extsrnal validation of, the test. Ensuring the conteni validity of the test

started from the stage ofplanning by consulting the subjeet lecturers as to

which testing materials were suitable for the students" kput on tace valid-

ity had also been sought by asking coiieagues, a^n instructor of English as

well as three subject lecfirrers to do the test and discuss what tley thought

about it afterwards. Some revision of the test wa.q done based on tho in-
puts. Even so, it was leamed empirically that the estimate concurrent va-

lidity of the test was very iow. Apparently, them would justifu the faee

and response validity of the test in the pilot testing.

Judged from the IF on the basis of Brown's estimation, flre test could

be regarded as probably too dillfrcult for the first year rnedical students

leaming English. A look at the Item Faciiity of the test informed us of the

level of difficulty of the test. Tiris could confirm that tlre low level of con-

current validity obtained was due to the test being too diffrcult. It is inter-

esting to find out however, horry the validity of the test might be, given a
group of testes, with significantly better English proficiency.
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The low estimate of the test validity reflects on how the test was con-
structed. Judged fiom the diffrculty of the test, it could be interpreted that
the proficiency level ofthe students was not taken into proper considera-
tion. Bias tor.lards the specific texts that the test takers were assumed to be

Jamiliar w.ith, needs further consideration.
The intemal consistency of the test showed moderate level of reli-

ability. {tern analysis had been applied ro the test. Apart from its question-
abie meaningfulness to the CKI'reftrenced test, it was considered worth-
while to do fbr especialiy multiple choicc items for it was usefui in ana-
ilzing defective or ridiculous distractors"

It wa.s learnecl fhat f,rom the tirirty teats submitted, only two were se-

lected forthe development of,tire test. It can be concluded that the refer-
ences written in Engiish assigned by the subject lecturers for the students
to read were not necessarily appropriate fcr English teaching and learning
materials.
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